
Wishberry holloW is the 
culmination of love and labor of local artists 

and fairy enthusiasts, who will come together to 
lure our fairy friends into temporary dwellings as 
they pass through the area on their late summer 

migration. A pocket of the Myers’ river View 
Trail in livingston, Montana will be transformed 

into a fairy sanctuary during this two-week 
migration. This public art installation/pixie 

community will spark the imagination in both 
the youngest sprite and the eldest of wizards, 
by bringing together the beauty of nature, the 
whimsy of magic, and moments of curiosity, 

all enriching a sense of wonder in art 
and in the natural world.

Apply by 
May 7 $175

selection criteria
15 proposals that creatively capture the magic, 

creativity, craftsmanship and detail that our fairy friends 
will most appreciate will be chosen.

We will be accepting additional dwellings to be part of Wishberry Hollow 
beyond the 15 selected projects, however no compensation will be available. 

Fairy dwelling guidelines
Fairy dwelling should be enchanting, whimsical, 
and imaginative. When designing your dwelling, 

consider not only the home, but also the inhabitant. 
each fairy dwelling should be durable enough to withstand 

a gust of wind, a sprinkle of rain, or the inquisitive poke 
of an enamored child that might not know that 

they could spook the fairy back into hiding. 

deadline artist 
coMpensation

Foraging For artists 
& Fairy enthusiasts

cAll for

Art
july 27-Aug.11, 2024

brought to you by: this project is graciously supported by:

GRAPHICS • PRINTING • SOLUTIONS

dowload application at:
eubankcreative.com/wishberry-hollow 

subMit proposals to:
megan@eubankcreative.com



dwelling guidelines
Each dwelling should be enchanting , whimsical, and imaginative. W hen designing your dwelling , consider not only 

the home, but also the inhabitant. Each fairy dwelling should be durable enough to withstand a gust of wind, 
a sprinkle of rain, or the inquisitive poke of an enamored child that might not know that they could spook the fairy 

back into hiding. Once installed, our fairy emissaries will be floating through the Hollow to regularly visit dwellings 
and whisper to the artists if there are any magical maintenance needs that need tending to while the exhibit is running.

SCALE AND SIZE: Through careful research and folklore, we have learned that the average fairy 
measures just 3 inches (7.5 cm) tall. Keep this in mind as you design your dwelling. 

LEAVE NO TRACE/RUBBISH: The pixie community is highly allergic to rubbish. Not only does it give fairies horrific 
headaches, but it also it nullifies their magic, so please make sure all materials used in your dwelling are either natural, 

or are secured in a manner that will not blow off the structure and create litter in Wishberry Hollow.

Wishberry Hollow and the organizers are not responsible for any dark magic, pixie mischief,  rascality, roguery, shenanigans, devilment, roguishness, 
destruction, or hooliganism that may wander through the Hollow and are not liable for any damage that may incur to dwellings. 

selection criteria
Our Wishberry Hollow planning team will carefully review all submissions, and will choose the 15 proposals that 

creatively capture the magic, creativity, craftsmanship and detail that our fairy friends will most appreciate. 
We will be accepting additional projects beyond that, but these will be considered a donation 

of time and talent, and no compensation will be possible due to funding limitations. 

proposal subMission
Proposals must be submitted by May 7, 2024.

Eubank Creative will confirm receipt of submission within 3 working days. Our Wishberry Hollow team will 
carefully and thoughtfully review all proposals and dwelling designers will be notified by May 17, 2024.

Submit by email to: megan@eubankcreative.com 
Submit by mail to: Eubank Creative | PO Box 883 | Livingston, MT 59047

dates
INSTALLATION: Selected dwelling designers must be available to install their structure on Friday, July 26, 2024.

TAKEDOWN: Dwelling designers must be available to take down their structure the evening of Sunday, August 11, 2024.

questions
megan@eubankcreative.com  |  406.579.5318

“A rustle in the wind reminds us a fairy is near.” ~Author unknown

brought to you by: this project is graciously supported by:

GRAPHICS • PRINTING • SOLUTIONS



1) Overview of your dwelling plan, including building type, any story that goes along with it, 
      and who lives there? 

2) Overview of construction materials, details on how you plan to build it & what type of site you 
     are hoping to install it on (ie. on the ground, tucked in the brush, in a tree, in the open).

3) Please include sketch(es) of your vision below (feel free to use additional pieces of paper to
     effectively capture your vision): 

naMe:

eMail:                                                                                        phone:

Wishberry Hollow and the organizers are not responsible for any dark magic, pixie mischief,  rascality, roguery, shenanigans, devilment, roguishness, 
destruction, or hooliganism that may wander through the Hollow and are not liable for any damage that may incur to dwellings. 

Artist commits to producing his/her fairy dwelling on or before deadline outlined by event organizers. 

By signing this form, artist agrees to the conditions outlined above. 

artist signature:                                                                            date:

please coMplete and return to:
megan@eubankcreative.com

deadline: May 17, 2024

project proposAl


